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It has been recently suggested that small mass black holes (BHs) may become unstable due to
quantum-gravitational effects and eventually decay, producing radiation, on a timescale shorter than
the Hawking evaporation time. We argue that the existence of a population of low-mass Primordial
Black Holes (PBHs) acting as a fraction of the Universe dark matter component can be used to test
proposed models of quantum decay of BHs via their effect on galaxy number counts. We study what
constraints future galaxy clustering measurements can set on quantum-gravity parameters governing
the BH lifetime and PBH abundance. In case of no detection of such effects, this would rule out
either the existence of a non-negligible number of small PBHs, or the BH quantum decay scenario
(or both). In case of independent observations of PBHs, the observables discussed here could be
used to study the quantum effects that modify the final fate of BHs.
PACS numbers: 04.60.Bc, 04.60.Kz, 04.70.Dy,95.35.+d,98.65.Cw, 98.80.Es
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the connection between General Rela-
tivity and quantum mechanics is one of the deepest open
issues in physics. Our knowledge of the quantum proper-
ties of the gravitational field is still not satisfactory, and
the need for empirical tests is especially urgent. Black
holes (BHs) have always been a privileged framework to
probe ideas in quantum gravity (QG). On the one hand,
there are general qualitative arguments, shared by dif-
ferent approaches, that can give hints for possible phe-
nomenological effects; on the other hand, new develop-
ments in the theory may provide concrete calculations.
Black holes are challenging our understanding of their
formation mechanism, as they are being discovered in a
wide mass range. The recent observations by the LIGO
instrument [1–3], while confirming the presence of gravi-
tational waves, have opened new questions about the ori-
gin of black holes of such masses. First studied in [4–6],
Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) are BHs formed at very
early times not as endpoint of stellar evolution, but as
a consequence of different possible mechanisms. There-
fore, a speculation comes to mind: has LIGO detected
primordial black holes [8]?
The idea that DM could be constituted by PBHs dates
back to the Seventies [7]. Since then, observational con-
sequences and constraints have been considered for dif-
ferent PBH mass ranges and for different observables (see
e.g. [9–12]). Ways to test this scenario were proposed in
e.g. [13–18].
The sub-solar mass part of the PBH parameter space is
mostly constrained by microlensing, and on even smaller
masses, constraints come from observed limits on high-
energy cosmic rays that would be produced at the end of
the Hawking evaporation [19]. In this paper we consider
a different possibility: Hawking evaporation may not be
the most relevant phenomenon to constrain small mass
PBHs, if QG physics modifies the final fate of black holes
before evaporation becomes significant.
Quantum fluctuations of the metric can become impor-
tant outside the black hole horizon, as first emphasized
in [23–25]. Here we consider the possibility that quan-
tum fluctuations could yield the disruption of the hori-
zon and that eventually all the black-hole mass is con-
verted into radiation (and possibly gravitational waves)
on a time scale shorter that the standard Hawking evap-
oration time (for one possible speculative scenario see
e.g. [21, 22]).
The current interest in the PBH as DM model, the re-
cent developments concerning the possibility of quantum
fluctuations of the metric near the BH horizon, and the
advent of extremely precise large-scale galaxy surveys,
make it timely to investigate the possibility of extend-
ing tests of such fundamental models with forthcoming
experiments.
In this work we argue that the existence of a popula-
tion of PBHs of small mass that could make up a non-
negligible fraction of the dark matter would imply that
QG BH decay could affect galaxy clustering measure-
ments.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we re-
view the theoretical motivations for considering the decay
of BHs triggered by QG effects. In Section III we discuss
how, in the model where PBHs make up DM, the vari-
ation of the effective DM energy density due to such a
decay can be measured by considering the modifications
of galaxy clustering and cosmic magnification due to DM
gravitational lensing. Our results are presented in Sec-
tion IV, and discussed in Section V.
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2II. QUANTUM EFFECTS IN BLACK HOLES
AND DECAY
In classical General Relativity, black holes are mathe-
matically characterised by an event horizon that, once
formed, never disappears; however, at relevant scales,
this picture should be corrected by quantum mechanics.
Hawking evaporation provides a mechanism that shrinks
the horizon, now a dynamical horizon, on a timescale
proportional to the cube of the mass of the black hole
M3BH (in natural units). For astrophysical black holes,
this long timescale implies a practical observational irrel-
evance. For PBHs, which could be formed in a very wide
mass range, it produces possibly relevant effects only for
PBHs of mass below 1012 Kg [26]: this is the mass that
would correspond to PBHs evaporating today.
Hawking evaporation is a well known phenomenon that
modifies the classical prediction, but other quantum phe-
nomena can in principle appear on a shorter timescale.
Generic classical systems have a characteristic timescale
after which their evolution departs from the classical one
and quantum effects appear. This is also true in QG. For
a BH, this time could in principle be shorter than the
Hawking evaporation time, because the fact that the ap-
proximation given by Quantum Field Theory on a fixed
(curved) background, plus backreaction, is likely to al-
ready break down when the mass of the hole enters the
quantum regime; this is a reasonable physical interpreta-
tion of the ‘firewall’ theorem [27]. Specifically, significant
quantum fluctuations of the metric can appear in the re-
gion outside the horizon after a time as short as M2BH,
and this would have important consequences for BH phe-
nomenology.
Quantum fluctuations of the metric are a typical mani-
festation of QG. On the horizon of a macroscopic BH, the
curvature is small and proportional toM−2BH. The inverse
of this quantity defines a timescale that corresponds to
the time needed for quantum effects to manifest them-
selves outside of the horizon [28, 29]. This may yield
dramatic changes to the horizon, possibly making the
BH decay into a different state of the geometry without
a BH horizon, so that radiation can be released.
For example, instabilities due to QG yielding BH dis-
appearance in a timescale shorter than the evapora-
tion time have been explored in different approaches to
QG [30–34]. In particular, an explicit calculation of the
BH lifetime has become available in the context of Loop
Quantum Gravity (LQG) [35].
The methodology and observables we suggest in the
next Section are valid for any theoretical framework pre-
dicting BH decay, or any phenomenological models for
QG effects with a similar behaviour. For concreteness,
let us consider here an example scenario, that we take
as a test case, to compute our results. In this scenario,
spacetime discreteness in LQG implies the absence of cur-
vature singularities [36–38]. QG effects prevent the for-
mation of the singularity and trigger a new expanding
phase [21, 28], which eventually leads to the decay of the
BH and the release of radiation [40–44].
Computing the exact value of the BH lifetime provides
a challenge for different QG approaches, and may provide
a test for them. For the sake of phenomenology, a win-
dow of allowed lifetime has been considered: this ranges
roughly from the minimal timeM2BH, a possibly favourite
value, to M3BH. We parameterize the BH lifetime τ as:
τ =
(
MBH
mpl
)α
tpl , (1)
where tpl and mpl are the Planck time and mass, and
MBH is the BH mass; throughout this paper we will as-
sume α = 2 as a fiducial value. Here we use Equation (1)
to constrain the masses of decaying PHBs; however, in
presence of an independent detection of PBHs, our re-
sults can be reinterpreted to constrain different values of
the quantum parameter α.
III. METHODOLOGY
We investigate one of the observational consequences
of BH decay, as described by Equation (1), regardless
of the physical mechanism driving it. If small mass
(. 10−15M) PBHs exist in non-negligible number (so
that they might constitute at least part of the DM) and
they decay, they will effectively convert part of the mat-
ter energy-density into radiation1 yielding a net decrease
of an effective dark matter density parameter ΩeffDM, mim-
icking in practice a decaying (or annihilating) DM com-
ponent (for which some cosmological consequences have
been studied in e.g. [45, 46]). This leaves a characteristic
imprint on several cosmological observables, that we now
introduce.
A. Galaxy clustering
As DM drives the growth of cosmological perturba-
tions, an effective decaying DM component will leave a
signature on the clustering of galaxies. When making
observations on our past light-cone, we observe angular
positions and redshifts which are perturbed by peculiar
velocities [47], but also gravitational lensing and poten-
tials (see e.g. [48]). We can then define the observed
galaxy over-density ∆obs(n, z) at fixed observed redshift
and into a given observed direction n.
We can therefore express the total observed over-
density as:
∆obs = ∆δ + ∆rsd + ∆v + ∆κ + ∆pot + ∆t , (2)
1 The details about the conversion have been investigated in [40–
44] , and are not important for the present analysis; more obser-
vational consequences will be investigated in a follow up paper
in preparation [77].
3where δ refers to the overdensity in the comoving gauge,
rsd and v denote Doppler effects and peculiar velocity
[49], κ the lensing convergence and pot incorporates lo-
cal and non local terms depending on Bardeen potentials
and their temporal derivatives; t includes tensor pertur-
bation effects. For simplicity, we omitted the redshift and
direction dependencies (n, z).
Galaxy clustering measurements have been used to
measure cosmological parameters for a variety of cosmo-
logical models (see e.g. [50–56]), and it is the focus of
many future large scale galaxy surveys (see e.g. [57–61]).
Therefore it is interesting to see that it can also be used
to test different QG models and potentially extend con-
straints on PBHs as DM.
The most relevant statistical quantity usually mea-
sured is the 2-point function; its spherical harmonic coun-
terpart, the angular power spectrum, that correlates two
probes X and Y is:
CXY` (zi, zj) =
〈
aX`m(zi) a
Y ∗
`m(zj)
〉
, (3)
where the star denotes complex conjugation, and the
spherical harmonics coefficients are defined by X =∑
a`mY`m(n), with Y`m denoting the spherical harmon-
ics functions, n the direction on the sky and zi is the red-
shift. This can be calculated from the underlying matter
power spectrum by using:
CXY` (zi, zj) =
∫
4pidk
k
∆2(k) WX` (k, zi) W
Y
` (k, zj) , (4)
where W {X,Y }` are the source distribution kernels for the
different observables (i.e. galaxies in different redshift
bins) and ∆2(k) is the dimensionless matter power spec-
trum today.
The kernel for the galaxy clustering can be written as
(see e.g. [62]):
WX` (k) =
∫
dNX(z)
dz
D(z) bX(z) j`[kχ(z)] dz , (5)
where dNX(z)/dz is the objects redshift distribution,
D(z) the growth rate of structures, bX(z) is the bias
that relates the observed overdensity to the underlying
matter distribution (see [63] for a recent review); j`(x)
is the spherical Bessel function of order `, and χ(z) is
the comoving distance.
B. Cosmic Magnification
Gravitational lensing causes the deflection of light rays
by the matter distribution along the line of sight, causing
two competing effects: on one hand, a size magnification
of sources behind a lens, on the other hand lensing causes
the stretching of the observed field of view. Therefore,
for magnitude (or flux) limited galaxy surveys, sources
that are just below the threshold for detection will be
magnified and become detectable, so that the observed
number density of sources increases. At the same time,
the stretching of the field of view leads to a decrease of
the observed number density. The combined effect can
be written as:
nobs(z) = ng(z)[1 + (5s− 2)κ] , (6)
where nobs and ng are the observed and intrinsic number
of sources, respectively, s is the magnification bias and κ
is the convergence. The net modification of the observed
number density is called magnification bias s:
s =
d logN|<M
dM
∣∣∣∣
Mlim
, (7)
whereMlim is the magnitude (or flux) limit of the survey
and N|<M is the number count for galaxies brighter than
a magnitude (or flux) M .
Cosmic magnification has been suggested as a probe
for cosmology [64] and has been subsequently studied in
a variety of works (see e.g. [65, 66]); as part of the contri-
butions to the observed large-scale galaxy correlation, it
has been analyzed in e.g. [48, 67, 68]. From Equation (4),
it is clear that cosmic magnification could be detected by
cross-correlating galaxies in two disjoint redshift bins (see
e.g. [69, 70]).
C. Galaxy surveys
We model our galaxy survey after the Square Kilo-
metre Array (SKA)2, which is an international multi-
purpose next-generation radio interferometer, that will
be built in the Southern Hemisphere in Africa and in
Australia, with a total collecting area of about 1 km2.
Among many types of observations delivered by such in-
struments, we focus here on surveys that will detect in-
dividual galaxies in the radio continuum [71]; we assume
that the survey will cover 30, 000 deg2, and we compute
results for a flux limit of 1µJy. Although radio contin-
uum surveys do not have in principle redshift informa-
tion, some techniques have been proposed to allow the
possibility to divide the galaxy catalog into tomographic
redshift bins; here we follow the clustering-based redshift
(CBR) information approach proposed in [72], and stud-
ied for some cosmological applications (including some
predictions for the SKA), in [73]. In Figure 1 we show
the (normalized) redshift distribution for the SKA radio
continuum survey we use for this paper.
We compute the observational consequences of BH de-
cay by using a modified version of the class3 code, and
we investigate the effects on galaxy angular power spec-
tra. Given the specifications of the proposed future sur-
veys, we forecast the measurements’ precision using the
2 https://skatelescope.org
3 http://class-code.net/
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FIG. 1. Adopted redshift distribution (normalized to 1) for
the continuum SKA galaxy survey with clustering based red-
shift (CBR). Each of the peaks correspond to a redshift bin
as indicated by the labels.
Fisher matrix approach [74, 75]; the Fisher matrix is:
Fαβ =
∑
`
∂C`
∂ϑα
∂C`
∂ϑβ
σ−2C` , (8)
where ϑ{α,β} are the parameters one wants to measure
and the derivatives of the power spectra C` are eval-
uated at fiducial values ϑ¯α. In this work we assume
Planck+BOSS priors over a ΛCDM flat- cosmological
constant cosmology, and we marginalize over all cosmo-
logical parameters apart from the BH lifetime, which is
then translated into a MBH via Equation (1). The quan-
tities σC` are measurement errors in the power spectra,
which we compute as (see e.g. [48]):
σ2C` [(ij),(pq)] =
C˜
(ip)
` C˜
(jq)
` + C˜
(iq)
` C˜
(jp)
`
(2`+ 1)fsky
, (9)
where fsky is the fraction of the sky surveyed and C˜` is
the observed power spectrum, including the shot noise:
C˜` = C
ij
` +
δij
dN(zi)/dΩ
, (10)
with dN(zi)/dΩ being the average number of sources per
steradian within the bin zi. We sum over the matrix
indices (ij) with i ≤ j and (pq) with p ≤ q which run
from 1 to the number of bins; in our case we use the 5
bins of Figure 1.
IV. RESULTS
In Figure 2 we show the effect of PBH decay on the
auto-correlation of the first redshift bin of the SKA con-
tinuum 1µJy distribution of Figure 1; in this case we
include the first three terms of the right-hand-side of
Equation (2), i.e. intrinsic clustering, RSD and veloc-
ity terms. We plot the ΛCDM (solid line) and the PBH
tunneling predictions for a series of BH lifetimes; every
lifetime corresponds to a BH mass, as for Equation (1).
For illustrative purposes error bars are shown for band-
power measurements. Here fPBH is the fraction of DM in
PBHs and, we compute results for monochromatic PBH
masses.
QG PBH, τ=10 Gyr, fPBH=1
QG PBH, τ=50 Gyr, fPBH=1
QG PBH, τ=200 Gyr, fPBH=1
ΛCDM
C
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FIG. 2. Angular power spectrum for the SKA continuum
1µJy, for the auto-correlation of galaxy clustering of the first
z-bin. The solid line (with error bars, shown for clarity in
bandpowers) shows the prediction for ΛCDM, while dotted,
dashed and dot-dashed lines show the predictions for different
values of PBH lifetimes as in legend; fPBH is the fraction of
DM in PBHs.
In Figure 3 we plot the radial cross-correlation of the
third with the fifth bins of the κ lensing contribution of
Equation (2). The effect on the lensing term is in gen-
eral larger than in the clustering case because the cross-
correlation captures not only a change in the amplitude
of clustering and the growth of structures at a specific
time, but also the combination of geometry and redshift
evolution. In both cases we show, for clarity, only cases in
which PBHs make up all the DM, while final constraints
will be computed for any value of fPBH.
We then performed a Fisher matrix analysis of the
combination of all the auto- and cross- correlations to
produce the total constraints on the allowed mass for
PBHs as DM. We checked that different combination of
observables or experiment configurations do not consid-
erably affect our results; a careful comparison of results
for different galaxy surveys is left for future works.
Assuming that the null hypothesis is that PBHs don’t
decay, we can compute constraints on the decay rate of
the dark matter component, which is inversely propor-
tional to the BH lifetime, which determines a mass (given
a choice of α) via Equation (1).
In Figure 4 we present the main result of the paper,
the predicted constraints on the allowed mass of PBHs
as DM and their abundance in presence of these decaying
phenomena. The thick black line shows a combination of
current constraints (from [12]), where HR indicates con-
5ΛCDM
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FIG. 3. Angular power spectra for the radial cross-correlation
of lensing convergence between the third and fifth bins. Leg-
end as in Figure 2.
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FIG. 4. Predicted constraints (95% confidence level) on the
allowed mass and fraction of DM in PBHs from QG effects on
galaxy clustering and lensing (light gray). Current constraints
(dark gray) are from [12].
straints from Hawking radiation gamma-ray production;
the area above the line represents the excluded fraction of
PBHs as DM. The light grey region represents the area
that would be excluded in case of no detection of DM
PBH decay, according to the assumptions made in this
paper. As one can see, once we take into account QG
effects, the constraints from BH conversion into energy
are considerably stronger than the ones due to HR and
would reduce the allowed parameter space, in the small
mass end, by more than one order of magnitude. We
can also note that our proposed methodology opens up
the exciting possibility to test QG effects in BHs with
forthcoming LSS data.
A few caveats need to be considered here. Not only
we assume that PBHs are at least a fraction of the DM
and that they decay, we also assume a monochromatic
mass distribution for the PBH and a value for α. We
expect constraints not to change drastically when vary-
ing the assumptions on the value of α or the PBH mass
distribution; our findings will be modified quantitatively
but not qualitatively, and in this work we present a first
indication that we can use galaxy clustering to constrain
the PBH as DM model when considering QG effects.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have pointed out the possibility to study QG pa-
rameters from measurements in the late universe. We
have considered the (speculative) possibility that QG
phenomena affect the behaviour of black holes yielding
their decay, in a time proportional to a power of their
mass and possibly shorter than the Hawking evaporation
time. Therefore, if PBHs contribute to a fraction of the
DM, there is an effect on the time evolution of the mass-
energy density, which can be detected by galaxy number
count measurements from large-scale galaxy surveys.
This effect is linked to BH lifetime, which depends on
the decay mechanism as a function of the mass, here en-
coded by the effective parameter α. Therefore, it would
represent both an additional observational constraint on
the allowed mass of PBHs to be the DM, and a first
test for QG parameters using galaxy clustering measure-
ments.
We forecast what constraints could be set by using
angular power spectra measurements from forthcoming
galaxy surveys; our results indicate that then the ex-
cluded mass range for PBHs as DM could be considerably
larger (in the small-mass part of the parameter space).
In the case of a detection of a non-negligible fraction of
the DM to be comprised of PBHs (from different observ-
ables), limits from this type of analyses could provide a
measurement of the QG lifetime-mass scaling. A more
detailed study of this possibility (and the influence of
relaxing the above assumptions) is currently undergoing.
To summarize, we argue that in a speculative scenario
where PBHs contribute to the DM and QG effects lead
to BH decay, then we will expect to detect a modification
of galaxy number counts, or rule out PBHs as DM in a
larger part of the parameter space compared to the HR
γ-rays limits. Conversely, a non-detection of this signal
would signify that either PBHs in that range of masses
are not the DM, or constrain QG effects (or both).
Additional observational constraints for the QG BH
decay could come from energy injection on the CMB and
gamma- and cosmic- ray signatures; a detailed investi-
gation of these observables and a combined constraints
analysis, including the fact that the PBHs can have an
extended mass function, will be presented in a follow-up
paper in preparation [77].
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